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After Gusti - and after Communism:
What Kind of Anthropology?
Paul Nixon

Faculty of Social and Political Sciences, University of Cambridge

All of th e material outlined below emanates
from late-l 990s disc ussion with Homanian colleagues. I hope we ca n continue to learn from each
other by exchange. Let us demoli sh walls of th e
mind whi ch impose an unhelphJ se nse of finality.

I
Anthropology is evid ently attractive in eastern Europe. The word appears to symbolise an
area of professional growth, uncharted fields of
opportunity. But a few people have signalled that
th ey are not sure exactly what is happening in
th e name of this new venture, particularly where
th ey see form er State Hesearchers, folklori sts,
philologists, specialists in collecting, classification of artifacts, and Cultural Management ('fndrumare ') activists offering unive rsity coursework in a di scipline not allowed before th e
recent political changes. Even the word 'ethnology' was interzis (forbidden) in some quarters, I
am told , as folklore was elevated to the status of
a model-setting creed. For some, it is cl ear, anthropology offers an exciting arena for personal
involvement, a chance for advancement or hopes
for survival at a time of institutional instability und erstandably, former State Hesearchers want
to keep their jobs in new circumstances, and perhaps enhance their reputation. For others, the

prese nt moment see ms to be an intellectually
worrying time, as they try to keep up with new
theo retical inform ation, unfamiliar empiri cal
data, and fresh expectations from younger colleagues and stud ents.
Conversations indicate that some people are
trying to rework th e results of State Folklorism
into a more acceptable shape, trying to reinterpret (or perhaps forget) ce rtain data which were
gathered in anti-scientific ci rcum stances. Collecting exe rci ses ca rried out in the service of
Party didacticisms, political manipulation of vernacular imaginative expression, could only pervert or pollute social knowledge. Were research
findings ever open to unbiased revision? I join
with colleagues in asking a very reasonable question: how many folklore collectors, willing or
otherwi se, now admit that State Folklori sm of
the 1950s-1980s was an implement of political
technology, a pliant tool of gove rnment? How
many can accept that social science at large
could only remain immature when it was tied to
doctrin es asserting the victory of particular social arrangem ents, Marxism-Leninism? Those futuristic doctrines refle cted a fix ed th eo ry of
society, a theory neve r ground ed in ongoing
study of how society actually works. Mes meri sed
by Marx's context-specific diagnoses, perhaps accurate up to 1900, and th e revolutionary drea ms
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of hi s follow ers, State Folklorists were constrained to 'know' their conclusions without ever
reaching them. It is not surpri sing that many
found aesthetic comfort in trait-by-trait description of texts, melodies, ve rnacular poetry and
customs acceptable to the Party; and th at they
kept themselves busy with classification as meticulous and static as anything from Linnaeus.
So what are newly-titled specialists doing in the
name of anthropology? - the question has been
asked in a few quaiters. It should elicit responsible
answers. Tolerant discussion is beneficial.
To state one obvious fact, and to fo cus on
what people say: Communist government ha s
bee n discredited. Marxist-Leninist-Stalinist authoritarianism has been rejected.Voters have had
only a short time to face the recurring tasks of
choosing political leaders from a variety of parties. For many people this cannot be easy because for more than forty years everyone knew
only single-party rule; they knew only dictatorial
structures installed by the Red Army; and kept
in place by self-serving national oligarchies, 'experts' who prescribed the latest interpretation of
the 'everlasting truth' derived from Marx and
Engels. Now the balance of power has shifted:
rulers with many opinions are answerable to the
electors, and those who are ruled are called upon
to consider diffe rent points of view, contending
perspectives on worrisome uncertainties whi ch
lie ah ead. More people are encouraged to understand significant events of the past, their past,
and to consider the future of the nation-state in
which they live. Until recently, it was otherwise.
Anthropologists can get to work here, investigating how people are adapting to unforeseen changes. To consider only a few research challenges:
Whether they like it or not, more and more
people nowadays have to accept the risks of individual economic insecurity; th ey have to get
used to the shift from top-downwards State edict
to other form s of regulation which require degrees of self-management, self-control, foresight,
planning, and ri sks of good and bad luck, on a
scale entirely new. Many people express anxieties

as they hope to make a modest living for a fa ir
wage. Accepting the shift of emphasis from' tanks
to banks', they have to take account of transnational busin ess dealings, the rise and fall of investments, loans from the World Bank; and the
shocks of financial withdrawal, collapse, pull-out
of companies. They have to deal with painfully
obvious as well as hidden realities of mass une mployment for which they were n eve r prepared. In some cases they witness meteoric rises
in social standing and affluence, Western-style
spending power in the hands of a few as high-status jobs are created here and there. And they suffer an interlocking criminalisation in certain sectors of society. Shortages offer rich pickings for
unscrupulou s opportunists.
To some, legitimate rise and fall within visible comm ercial activity is e nervating while, to
others it is intimidating as global-scale trading influ ences local enterprises in fiercely competitive
markets. What is going to happen? What is going
to happen to US? - many people ask these questions with urgency, fearfulness. Research ers can
ask important question s too, su ch as: how do
people manage their family economies nowadays? And, equally important, how do they manage th eir emotions as th eir social-economi c
world changes in perhaps wholly unexpected
ways? To what extent do better-off groups id entify with less well-off groups? - do they try to understand, or do they find it easier to blame the
poor for being poor? How do less well-off people
control their feelings of envy? There is much material poverty in Romania. All that it generates
needs to be documented in depth.
Only connect: can anthropology be of assistance in illuminating th e course of very real human dilemmas as decisions imple mented from
afar take effect upon interdependent groups of
individuals? I refer explicitly to a plurality of social selves, people whose destinies are bound up
with one another whether th ey want it or not, or
indeed whether they know it or not ('no man is
an island , complete unto itself', wrote the English
poet John Donn e in th e l 7th century)? Uncer-
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tainties abound as people face hectic flux and
worrying instabilities. To ignore these aspects of
social life would be callou s when th ere is a
chance of helping those who govern become better informed. I believe that human science ca n
play its part by searching out reliable information , so that external finan cial (and military)
agencies which th ese days influence policy steering of national government, ca n learn about local
facts. No densely-worded theory is needed to investigate how people cope, how they manage
their lives in a new order, amongst changing balances of power and new responsibilities, in ci rcumstances where a puzzling diversity of possible futures lies ahead.

II
Further, bow do various interd epend ent
groups respond to challenges to their sense of
community? - without doubt, this is an important question. How do settled communities, or
religious co mmunities, or co-linguists who perceive themselves disadvantaged, res pond to
threats to their boundaries, the physical space
they occupy? How do they respond to challenges
to th eir self-image? How do different groups assert their identity in the multi-ethnic state called
Romania? How do local crises reflect and influence decisions taken in the next large r unit of organisation, and in perhaps larger units beyond?
Micro-zone or micro-topic research should encompass macro-style questions, enquiry acknowledging bigger structures and wider administrativ e processes, all of which have impact on
fa ce-to-face dealings in smaller units of organisation. I hope we ca n agree that a village, an urban
neighbourhood, or a distinctive mountain region
where 'interesting folk ' live, may be a convenient zone of investigation, but only with falsification and perhaps idealisation can its human interweavings be treated as separate from events
decided in faraway cities - and these days in centres of administration beyond state boundaries.
I have indicated issues which can be illumi-
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nated by res ponsible in vestigation. There is little
to be gained either by isolationi st studi es, whether of folkloric customs or 'pristine' villages; or
vague conce ptions of 'social cha nge', as if the latter were a
entity. We all need to
remember that few things are stati c in the flow
of human togetherness. Single-exercise research
reports can be very helpful. Regular follow-up
studies of the rise and fall of groups and individuals in changing power relationships (which
include but do not privilege economic relationships), and the emotions bound up in these processes, are of great value.

III
To broaden professional questions: ca n native anthropologists make th e most of an unprece nted opportunity to establish an informative and self-monitoring discipline, one which
reports on matters of pressing local conce rn as
well as exploring well-established pathways of intellectual enquiry? Let me co mment on just a
few possibiliti es which so me specialists have
begun to talk about.
If authoritarian control of the economic basis
of daily existence, the 'means of production' (to
use the tired old Marxist term), has proved unacceptable to voters, it is also recognised that communists maintained their hold on power by other
unchallengeable, equally important monopolies:
control of the means of violence (using the army,
'Milifia ', 'Securitatea ' - high-status professions
attracting keen recruits and devoted loyalty), supported by control of the means of psychological
orientation and mass co mmunication - radio,
television, news papers, journals. Clearly, there is
much human material awaiting research here investigating the extent to which people's thinking was manipulated, their utterances controlled
as their liberty to assemble was taken away. Anthropologists remember as well as factory labourers and peasants that th e workers' paradise of
universal well-being was fashioned by ce nso ring,
editing, suppressing of factual data concernin g
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the present and the past. Many suffered the subversion of vernacular imaginative expression, the
falsification of ancient as well as modern history,
ca rri ed out by the Party as it fashioned implements of everlasting rule.
Tidy-minded Marxist intellectuals (East and
West) have always been sure how other peopl e's
lives should be managed and by whom. It sounds
obvious now, but untid y realities command our
attention. There are vitally informative data to
be studi ed from the minds of the many, from citizens whose voices have perhaps neve r bee n listened to . Hom e-ba se d r ese arch e rs a re well
placed to investigate the changing views of their
own peo ple.
Co nsider the following questions: how did
individuals cop e with authoritarian tactics of
gove rnment as they faced responsibilities to
members of their family, those whom they loved
and needed to protect? What do people say about
all this nowadays when they recall terrors of th e
past? How did they manage the conflicting pulls
of private consc ience and public action? How
has indi vidual consc ie n ce-formation itself
changed nowadays? To wha t exte nt wa s conscience shaped by abrasive assertions of Party
policy, inca ntatio ns of dogma, credo slogans,
recitations of hatred for certain others? And how
do people view these matters now? If they are
never asked, we shall never know.
How did people rationalise their response to
violence which came down upon their heads just
because of their 'class' background? or ownership of property? management of a small business? or the ed ucational attainments of old er
members of their families? As we see, class war
brutalities damaged many, they destroyed and
scarred innumerable bodies and minds, including those who perpetrated violent acts. Vi ctims
and their relatives have memories. Their voices
should be heard. And the voices of those who
were specialists in terror should be heard also.
We need to learn from all if we are to und erstand
processes which generated human suffering of
vast proportions while sentim ents of universal

brothe rly love we re put about on a daily basis.
Many gulags ex isted. Let us understand how they
worked, and th e deta ils of how they were sustain ed in society at large. Dread of gulags dominated the outlook of millions. Let us investigate
how people coped with fear of fear. Our hope is
to prevent return of totalitarian violence from
any quarter.
In short, I believe we ca n benefit by investigating memories, the psychologi cal history of social selves, to use Vygotsky's se nsitising term. We
learn much by documenting how group-specific
standard s of conduct and se ntiment evolved;
how things came to be what they once were, and
why many of those standards are no longer acceptable. These matters are investigable. Properly handled, this need not be an exercise in hitting back at former oppressors, though su ch
wishes are difficult to avoid. Neutrally and responsibly, we can identify material for informative analysis wh en we co nsider how villagers,
townsfolk, teachers, resea rchers, priests, intellectuals in general, managed to maintain an outward appearance acceptable to those who rul ed;
bow they suppressed expressions of disappointment or disillusion with the Party; how they bid
scepticism, fear, anger, shame - these are just a
few crucial aspects co nce rning risky areas in
everyone's lives. Signs of disaffection had to be
kept hidden. People conducted their lives in circumstan ces where to stand accused was to be
judged guilty.
To be sure, express ion of doubt in the reliability of Marx's prophecies was often regarded as
high treason - hence, as I have said, the theoretical stunting of soci al sc ience in most co mmunist lands (though Poland and pre-1990s Jugoslavia tolerated critical material from time to
time, e.g., from Ossowski). Likewise, open-minded reflection on administrative id eals and practices shaped during the dictatorships of Lenin,
Stalin, Gheorghiu-Dej and
was strongly di scouraged, and often seve rely punish ed .
P CR elders saw themselves as protecting sacred
tex ts which legitimated their co ndu ct, texts
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which promised a 'gleaming future' - what we
may now refer to as a future that failed.What was
permitted to be published, studied, debated in
public, or just talked about amongst fri ends, was
carefull y monitored. To varying extents, in family networks, in village Primarie, in school staff
rooms, in prestigious research institutes, and in
offices of the Party, everything said and don e
was subject to top-downwards approval, and fear
of secret reporting. Snoopers could be everywhere; friends could denounce fri ends; family
members could compromi se family members,
lovers' quarrels could ga in an added intensity because of reported ' indi scretions', ' political errors', real or alleged. Hidden microphones were
a hid eous reality, not an Orwellian fanta sy as
many Western intellectuals defensively maintained. 'Misdemeanours' or just the suggestion
of bad thoughts in the mind of an individual,
could attract terrifying punishments, not least
th e keeping of worri som e ' do sare' (record s)
which co uld influence opportunities open to
one's children, one's right to decent housing,
medi cal se rvices, and so forth .
Memories are investigable, so here is an unprecendented opportunity for local anthropologists, sociologists, historians: to set up research
projects which gather in and systematically analyse people's recollections of one-party rule, the
patterns of dictatorial methods, expropriations,
Shock Troop violence and long-term intimidation, individuals' strategies for coping with prolonged distress. This is not material only for the
psychiatri st's chair. It concerns people's emotional make-up in society at large.
One does not have to look far to see that after
the upheavals of 1989, Marxist prophecy and
metaphysical 'inevitabilities' are accorded little
respect in eastern Europe, so spectacular has
bee n the collapse of rigid command-and-obedience structures. Only Western Marxists grimly
committed to a secular religion which demonstrably brought misery to millions could doubt
that state-communism/ socialism proved unacce ptable to the majority who lived under it. I
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doubt that there are many visiting anthropologists nowada ys who are prepared to declare
th emselves Marxists, or even neo-Marxists - it
was not always thus, when communist apologists/sympathisers did not dream that unpopular
regimes would ever be toppled. I also think it uni ikely that east European universities and institutes wiU be prepared to support anything approaching th e affluent Cathedra Marxi sm of
Western academe - but that is another story.
IV

To restate my prin cipal question and to move
on: whatever else anthropologists have explored
concerning the human experience of taming nature, living together in groups, and evolving
complex beli ef systems which fa scinated folklorists as well as occupying the minds of Dimitrie
Gusti's teams of investigators, can a newly established Romanian discipline be of assistan ce in
mappin g out dynamic featur es of post-communist social landscapes, so that those who govern may perhaps be better informed as th ey try
to implement better futures? Let us consider in
brief some paradigms of the discipline. This may
be helpful. I for one have benefited from several
discussions on what follows.
In many countries nowadays we observe a
sub-divided and, it must be said, needlessly competitive profession. Our task as I see it is to study
and test useful scientific ideas, hopefully in nonpartisan ways. We confront the impressive technical expertise of archeological anthropology, an
intellectual heritage with much achievement to
its credit, one which, in my opinion, offers useful theoretical models to Romanian specialists,
including those keen to replace 'Dacomania' obsessions of recent times (polluted knowledge, to
varying degrees) with open-ended enquiry. We
encounter urgently important work in ecological
anthropology - studies of human landscapes in
various parts of the world where balances of
human nature and non-human nature are causing problems, where questions have arisen as to
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how to preserve the fruitfulness of long-run habitation as competitive gro ups exploit the earth's
resources. Among other possibilities, extension
of traditions inspired by Romanian social geographers, e.g. , from Cluj in the 1930s, have
ideas to offer here. We observe the rapid growth
of medical anthropology - in Romania, where
this concept is not new, is there not a huge project to be explored co nce rning changing attitudes towards birth-control and abortion, addr ess ing the psychological legacies of PCR
interference in these matters? We see a growing
interest in cognitive anthropology - how people's modes of thinking develop, how specific
groups appraise the empirical experience of their
senses, how they rationalise, explain and perhaps
fear natural phenomena; and in what kinds of
social figurations do their perceptions of reality
change. And with va rying depths of reporting,
we see the importance of eco nomic anthropology, developm ental studies of attitudes to violence, sociology of diet and food habits, cross-cultu ral accounts of att itud es to th e bod y sexuality, amatory customs, attitudes to pair-formation, personal hygiene, excreto ry practices,
disposal of the dead, and so forth. How much of
this hugely informative science is being taken up
in Romania? If not, why not? If so, who provides
what kind of training? And what is th e position
of other models of anthropology? One salient
question must be asked, prompted by my colleagues' concerns as I have heard them: is anthropological theory and practice co mprehensively taught in Romania, or is anthropology
little more than an opportunity for close-focus
descriptions of favoured objects considered in
dislocated, non-explanatory, perhaps religiousmystical manner, akin to unsociologised idealist
philosophy?
With speciali sed vocational interests to the
fore, in the West the discipline has moved far
from the descriptive and so metimes advocative
approach laid down by founding fathers and
mothers. Among other things, Margaret Mead,
we recall, depicted primitive societies as distinc-
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tively separate entities, as faraway 'cultural personalities' which offered illumination on problems receiving public attention in the United
States (such as problems of adolescence and
varying attitudes to sexuality). Similarly, Malinowski , Kro ebe r and others so ught to test
Freudian hypotheses conce rning the tensions of
character stru cture and social structure in settings for from Viennese society which inspired
Freud to commence his investigations. These
idioms of discussion are little followed in our
time, though they have many useful lessons for
anthropological teaching. They should not be
avoided simply because they relate to topical
questions of an ea rli er time.
Likewise, in its ea rly days especially, British
social anthropology was aligned with colonial
rule across a large Empire. The balance of power
was destined to shift. Following unforeseen European ex tension of voting rights and movements for social refo rm , the full blasts of postWar 'winds of change' were experienced . I refer
to struggles for self-government. Somewhat neatand-tidy functionalist description of unfamiliar
kinship, religious and other local power structures was a prominent mode of anthropological
reporting until indigenous quests for democratisation were experienced. Aspirations, we recall,
often sp read from models close to the seat of
government, in home cap itals. Though many
had not foreseen the fact, coloniali sts had unwittingly imported arguments favouring wider
administrative participation of the 'lower orders'. Faster here, slower there, the claims of
subj ect populations demanded social scientists'
attention.
Locally-trained anthropologists of eastern Europe can with care learn from the practices and
weaknesses of influential research which evolved
in other times and places; from models of documentation which developed in response to exotic
social figuration s, where those who ruled related
in unsustainable ways to those who were ruled
(cf. shifting balances of power between Hungarian administrators and those whom they go-
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verned in pre- 1918 Habsburg territories). And
wh ere lifes tyles of the rul ed were studied with
varying degrees of se nsitivity by privil eged resea rchers. To study ea rli e r meth ods is not to embra ce political arrange ments which facilitated
them (natural scienti sts, we remember, often
work with conscientious accuracy on mate rial
which they find unattractive). Further, considering the long run of resea rch carried out in colonial Africa, teachers of anthropology ca n also discuss how research which reported an absence of
consensus, an absence of equilibrium , eve ntually beca me unwelcome to those who governed - I
am thinking of unpleasant experiences of sociologists at the Rhodes Livingstone In stitute in
Northern Rhodesia (nowadays Zambia).
In central-southern Africa as elsewhere (for
example, communist eastern Europe, Francoist
Spain, Caribbean island s ruled by dictators,
China, North Korea), political inte rference in
scientific enquiry can and should be studied assuming that commentators are not li ving in
circumstances wh ere they could disappear in the
middle of the night, which is how it was in Soviet lands. We all gain by knowing th e truth
about these matters, students of anthropology especially, as they assess their own research constraints, ethics and responsibilities. As I have
tried to make clear, Romani an social scientists
are well placed to study the impact of government control of research since the late 1940s.
They know more about this than any visiting
scholar ever will. I hope th ey ca n encourage
the ir students not to forget what happened and
how it all worked - there were many grades of
winners and losers, but a prime casualty was the
concept of cumulative reporting and analys is ,
subject to revision, as all real science mu st be.

v
Close-focus dislocated idioms of anthropology
abound ('anything goes' as some of my colleagues in Romania say with a sense of confusion). In the West, some practitioners are more
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fan ciful in approach than others; some are inclined to view social patternings in semi-poetic
ways wh e re acco unts of ' texts' and 's ub-texts'
evoke a mood close r to lite rary criticism than
analytical science. Declining to explicate how social structures, personality stru ctures and co nnective processes of human expe ri ence actually
evolve, and what people say about them, essays
in thi s mode are often full of what C.W right
Mills calls 'abstracted empiricisms' - description
after description , mili eu after milieu, with little
elucidatory in cre ment; and sometimes with high
emotional involvement, kaleidoscopic bricolageimpressionism, or vaguely articulated ' post-moderni st' allegations - who IS ' post-modern'? may
we ask, and according to whose definition?
Those few words attempt insufficiently to convey
some of th e misgivings I have listen ed to, but I
put the qu estion: what is the overall position in
Romania?
I am prepared to listen carefully as I signal
rese1vations by stating that I sometimes have the
impression that many theoretically inexplicit approaches owe more to quasi-religious fascination,
transcendental beliefs (which can never be tested)
and aestl1etic celebration than to scientific enquiry.
Where I am wrong, I remain open to correction.
The question ha s bee n raised: Have former
collector-folkorists found an outlet here? With
impressive commands of empirical detail, where
classifi ed regularities of folk obj ects can appear
to have lives of their own, have some professionals been drawn to approaches which praise
vernacular customs rather than illuminating
the ir practical, pe rson-centred bases? Are Romanian specialists debating these matters? I am not
the first to submit that every individual act is socially shaped, and every social event has a history, a resea rchable history with an explanatory
content rooted in common experience. Much is
investi gable. othing in my view is so mysteriou s that we must keep silent because of anyone's aesthetic ecstacy or devotion - that of the
researcher or those researched. Further, there is
great merit in investigating the extent to which
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people's transcend ental beliefs govern their social relations, the rol es they perform for each
other, as Max Weber was at pains to point out.
Like Weber, I am concerned to do thi s without
arbitrating th e me rits of metaphysical beli efs as
such. Human data, social figuration s, are my interest, and my people-ce ntred approach does
recognise th e power of myths, religiou s devotions, rural spells, dreams, faith-healing ministrations, and ritual expressions of collective fear
or celebration. But without endorsing the fundaments of those beliefs ; or papering over difficult
psych ological matters by offering elaborate descriptions of euphoria as if events simply 'speak
for th emselves' - they do not, and they never
can. That is where anthropologists may be useful: explaining what is going on and why, and in
historical-practical-sociological terms. What value
is a description if events are not explained by reference to social stru ctures, processes, expectation s, outcom es planned or unplanned? Uninte nd ed cons e qu e n ce s of human intentions
occupy many re spon sible social scientists in
other parts of the world.
Alternatives? Again, I try to reflect my colleagu es' thoughtful concerns.
Analysis of collective dreams known as myths
seems popular in Romania, following the mode
of Claude Levi-Strauss. This approach seems to
dispense with dynamic, context-specific research
altogether. Expressive objects are sometimes elevated to a dominant or transcendental position.
More in tune with the tradition of James Frazer,
l 9th century author of The Golden Bough, LeviStauss has set forth - and at length - his view of
uniform individual cerebral stru ctures held to
determine mod es of thought. This is his 'structuralist' approach. How far is it taken up in Romania? Does it facilitate cumulative social research? Or does it promote elu sive exercises in
intuitive psychology, with elaborate poetic suppositions seldom subjected to a reasonable measure of verification? Levi-Strauss's thes is , we
should note, appears to negate re search into
group-shap ed motives altogether, that is , be-

haviour governed by practical needs and multipe rso nal experi ence . His approach rese mbl es
Marxism in its aim at a grasp of totality, but simplisti c form s of psyc ho analy sis and a Rou sseauesque mood have their place too. Pe rhaps
this is part of a romantic appeal. It see ms clear
that mental 'structuralist' proposition s demean
th e nee d for do cum entation of socio-cultural
form s of knowledge transmitted from generation
to generation ; and ind eed of the many emotions
bound up in th e ir express ion - exce pt the involved passions of myth collectors and commentators, those who mediate ' meaning' from a perceived 'collective unconsciou sness'.
Is this sort of thing helpful, where psychological (or national) characteristics are proposed on
a basis more metaph ysical than social? - among
other attributes, how else can we judge alleged
human di sposition s to ord er information elegantly in binary oppositions such as high-and-low, hotand-cold, heaven-and-earth? We mu st note that
Levi-Strauss draws a rigid line between simpler societies which, conveniently, he supposes to be
timeless and static, · and more complex societies
which cannot be analysed because they exist 'in
history'. So how universal are his 'universals'?
Here as elsewhere, one sees that emotionallyinvolved descriptive-advocative sentiments have
produced writing in a style where segm ents of
reality are cut up into pi eces so small that it is
difficult to relate them securely to any historical
experience. Like a number of my Romanian colleagues, I am unsure as to what such approaches
offe r except access to emp irical data which one
would not otherwise know about. If late twentieth-century scholars perceive irresolvable difficulties in this mann er of exposition, I leave the
matter by noting that Levi-Strauss's terms of refe rence seem derived from nineteenth century
conceptions of the human brain: he postulates a
physiological basis of all human conduct, a physico-chemical foundation underlying patterns of
behaviour. If this is the case, how far can anthropological research take us in trying to understa nd how things have co me to be as th ey
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are? Do we need anthropologists (or historians)
at all? We should note that ea rly form s of psychoanalysis, generative lingui stics and stru ctural
anthropology in th e form bequ eathed by LeviStrauss share a common belief in the exi stence
of a biological foundation to human thought, as
yet unproven. Freud, we reca ll, emphasised that
this layer of th e mind was not accessible to the
science of his day so it is fair to ask how much attention 'structuralists' have paid to the limits of
neurological map-making of our time? On present showing, Levi-Stauss and many followers
see m satisfied to obfuscate social-b ehavioural
challenges with riddles of language su ch as
' myths thinkin g men ' and not vice versa. It
see ms clear to me that one ca nnot test much
from this kind of writing. That all-important
measure of ve rifi cation by which science advances lies beyond our grasp.
l ask another question: how do H.omanian anthropologists view these matters? Are they to the
fore in unive rsity teaching? Or is supreme authority granted to uncritical experience, to elaborate hunches imported from afar?

VI
If I have touched on matters which question
so me forms of mystical-elusivist, aesthetic-diversion or kaleidoscopic essays, one emphasis has
been granted prominence in this tentative offerin g: observable changes in balances of power between interdepe ndent people. These aspects of
social life are investigable. I should welcome
taking discussio ns furthe r by addressing more
than obvious shifts in power ratios between
rulers and th e ruled; these ind eed command our
attention at the moment. But we can extend an
essentially dynamic view of human figurations to
include changing balances of power between the
sexes; between parents and children; between
those who teach and those who are taught (including what is now taught and why? and how regarded these days?); betwee n those who shape
aesthetic taste in any domain and those whose
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imaginative expression is th e re by affected (directors, form e r dire ctors, and participants in
eve nts in Hou ses of Culture. for example); between villagers and neighbouring villagers; between villagers and town speop le; be tw ee n
gro ups such as Gypsies who are outsiders vis-avis better establi shed gro ups who set the morallegal and administrative tone by which society
operates; betwee n religiou s gro up s suc h th e
Uniates, Orthodoxy, newer Protestant churches,
Judai sm and Islam in post-1989 H.omani a; between groups of ethnologists who co mpete for
publi c attention in inforesee n circumsta nces; in
fact, betwe e n those who are, or have bee n,
model-setters in any aspect of liJe and those who
follow and perhaps in due cou rse mob ili se to
close the gap of social influ ence or acceptability.
My preferred approach can be summarised as
the investigation of social stru ctures (stable or
di sintegratin g), accommodating pro cesses of
human togethern ess, and of emotions bound up
in their expression; that is, inherited and perhaps newer institutions by whi ch soc ialised individuals regulate th e ir lives; adaptations in which
distinctive groups face th e mse lves in their individuality as well as coming to terms with other
groups. I am co nce rned to investigate structures
and processes for the sake of und erstanding how
th ey work. Important questions to be faced are:
What is going on? What does it mean to those
who are involved? Less important is the self-serving question: What does it mean to me? Hence I
try not to put myself and my feelings at the centre of attention.
The discipline of anthropology has a hi story.
Is this being taught? Does H.omania have many
specialists co mp etent to di sc uss th e aims ,
achi eve ments and shortcomings of a multifaceted profession , and in world-wid e te rms?
Where debate is under way I should welcome
hearing more.
A few final thoughts acknowledging local
interests may b e relevant: can the new discipline of anthropology in H.omania develop the
scope for dynamic community studies, linking
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enquiry to plentiful documentary groundwork
established in an earlier epoch? Can static
idealisation of rural settlements, craft skills,
vernacular imaginative expression, presumed
favourable attributes of pa st lifestyles b e
avoided in favour of a realistic continuum approach, one which addresses industrialisation,
urbanisation of our times, th e advent of accessible electronic media and transnational reporting as everyday experience for increasing
numbers of people? One important question
which former State ethnologists and foll<lorists
could face is: how and why do characteristic
community bonds change when the structure
of the wider society changes?

To answer this, do we not need wide-ranging as well as dose-focus enquiries into th e interdependencies which bind people togethe r
across a rural-urban and nowadays tran snational spectrum? Do anthropologists not stand
to impart a wealth of illuminating information
if they remember that communities cannot be
studied adequately if they are regarded as isolated units? The structure of th e wider social
field and its changing balances of power need
to be taken into account. And if one explores
connections fully, that wider social field can
be illuminated through the study of communities, in all th eir forms .

